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f vorr are a resular reader vou mav well har e a
ver sron ol rhis disc in vour oossersion. A cut-down

u",r,on ru" aou"rrnount"i on th" \ovember 20l l
it this piece might
have you kicking yourselfbecause it's choc full of useful
issue of Hi-Fi Ciori.e, so if you missed

material for getting a system precisely set-up. What the
full rerail rersion adds are lhree stereo imaging tc\l
pieces and a pair of fiequency range test tracks which

worthwhile features.
Essentially we're talking about speaker set-up here;
there are channel and phase tests to ensure that the
source, amp and speakers are correctly connected, but
the rest of the 'rune-up' tracks are all about achieving
true 3D stereo imaging. Ofcourse, you don't get stereo
imaging if channel and phase are wrong, so those tr,vo
are an important part, albeit one that is covered on
plenty of previous examples. To be honest this is not the
soft ofdisc I usually try out, but a respected colleague in
r]le indusrry said thar ir was very useful lor sening up
spea-kers in difficult rooms. so I gave it a spin...
are very

ln use
This disc has a number ofuseful trada to assist with
achieving strong stereo imaging, all ofwhich are
preceded by a spoken description ofthe result you
should expect. The first critical one is track fou4 which is
for loudspeaker position and adjustment. It features a
voice and castanet to check relative loudness and tonal
balance for each channel, and also places the same
sounds at a position halftnray between the centre line and

the individual channels to assist in achieving conectly
s).rnmetrical imaging.
The soundstage test is probably the most useful one for
finding rhe correct position ofloudspeakers with, as it's
fairly clear whether or not the sound is coming from the
va ous ildicated positions, such as outside each speaker
or a quarter ofthe way across the soundstage. In my
system I found that one channel needed to be moved
slightly outwards to get the right result.
The voice and castanet continues for the rest ofthe test
track; first up being a 360-degree sweep where the
castalet is walked around the room, albeit without any
footsteps. This is a novel effect, if a tricl<y one to adjust
the system for best results with.

An unusual and usefuI disc,
made a[[ the more helpful by the
info available on the website...
The stereo image depti tests, numbers one through
three, are made in a reverberant acoustic and combine
the aforementioned sounds moving together and relative
to one another It's rather like the demonstration records
made in rhe heyday of srereo, but wirhout steam tr ains
orjourneys into sound you can't have eve44hing!At
least the chap doing the talking has lovely diction.
The final two test track are of tones that slowly
increase in fiequency for one and decrease for the other;
dis rcveals if there are any significant tonal aberrations
in either the room, the loudspeakers oryour hearing. Ifs
a bit like the speaker response sweeps that arc used in
some quarters to measure loudspeakers, except you
don't get a readout, and instead have to spot the
variarions with your ears. These would be useful for
finding bass humps that a bit of loudspealer movement
could offset. however sometimes bass requires
something more drastic to restrain it.
The final six track are sampl$ from different artists in
the Opus3 catalogue, these indude Eric Bibb, Eva Taylor
and the Omnibus wind Ensemble, whose rendition of
Fraik Zappa's majestic Dog Breath uaiations always
gets my vote. Opus3 recordings aie consistently
excellent I've written about several of the
albums that are sampied here in the past and
always in glowing tems.
This is an unusual and useftil disc,
made all the more helpftrl to the
newcomer by the hformation sheet
that is available to download
from the IsoTek website. This
tells you what to do if the
results do not tally with those
that the voice tells you should be
audible, which is always the trid<y bit and makes
this a set-up disc prcper and not merely a demonstration of
what the system can achieve.
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